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Abstract: This paper is about an improvement project based in Lean Manufacturing -LM- in a tool room of a Mexican
company, ADM. The paper is divided in five sections. The first comments the introduction and background, in the second
shows the initial measurements of the company, specifically, the problems to resolve. The third section is the methodology,
explaining the application of several LM tools, the fifth presents the results found, specifically, the benefits obtained and, the
last is about the project conclusions.
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1. Introduction
In the literature there are too many papers and reports about Lean Manufacturing –LM- applications in large
companies, although, the literature of applications and reports is smaller in small companies, Coskun, et al. (2010).. Since the
rivalry among small companies has been increasing and the trend points to continue doing so, Womack, et al. (1990).,
therefore, it is very important the use and publication of LM in small manufacturing businesses, because it may be a good
strategy for the increase of effectiveness and source of competitiveness, Valles, A., & Aldape, A. (2011).This project was
done in a small machine shop, ADM, located in Ciudad Juárez, México. The main products are fixtures and cutting tools for
the twin industry, which is composed with 370 plus production plants, mostly of American capital dedicated to the
production of automotive parts and components, it is possible that up to 40% of those plants have a tool room dedicated to
internal production of fixtures and tools, doing business with external shops when the orders queue and backorders is high,
while the suppliers sector, of machine tool companies, gets up to 80 plus small companies.
The project began with the definition of performance variables and their measurement with the purpose of collecting
data, define the problems or opportunities areas; assuming that resolving the problems, implying the reduction or waste
elimination increases both, productivity and quality and it constitutes a competitiveness source, that ADM needs because of
the concentration of the sector.
The intervention was done in a 10 month time lapse, during which, data was collected continuously and their review
and analysis was also, continuous. The products were classified accordingly to fixtures and tools returned or because of
customer complaints. From the analysis was discarded the group of products with 100% performance. Then, the main
problems were determined and the possible application of LM tools was decided for the products in the list of problems.
The results are presented in Figures 1, 2 and 3. Figure 1 shows the quantity of products with 100% accomplishment
of the customer requirement and the fraction, 29%, of products with some type of problem. This was measured from October
2011 to July 2012. The complaints of the customer were classified in several categories, being them, quality defects, late
delivery, faulty design, incomplete fixture, wrong parts or components. These findings indicate that the company has a great
improvement opportunity.
The Figure 2 was constructed with the information of 1,100 reject products and presents the main problems of the
rejected or reworked products. The bars are ordered accordingly to their frequency. The major problem found was the rework
of products because of poor workmanship in turning, milling, grinding, wire or penetration EDM and soldering operations.
Besides of wrong alignment, lack of holes, dimensions out of range or specs. Also was found problems because of faulty
design and lack or wrong finish. Some rejections were explained because of the use of wrong material or because of the lack
in inventory, which is the main cause of late delivery. In this case, some rejections were associated to a material ordered late;
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